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Usir.g the TOF via optical pumping method ' ' and the Dopplershif-

ted laser induced emission3) described in the preceding paper, we

measured the parallel and perpendicular velocity distribution res-

pectively for Na atoms and Nao molecules in a variety of indivi-

dual quantum states. In addition we.monitored the flux of mole-

cules in specific states while changing the stagnation pressure.

In all cases we found a significant dependence on the internal

energy of the molecules. The goal of these experiments is to im-

prove our understanding of the beam dynamics and the dimer for-

mation process.

Two TOF spectra for molecules in different levels are shown in

Fig. 1. A difference in flew velocity un and temperature Tn can

be seen. Fig. 2 shows the variation of uu with.the ov^n teatoera-

ture for molecules in different quantum states anct^fpA tbe'^toms.

Over the whole temperature range u,, is larger than expected from

isentropic expansion. The most remarkable feature is the reversal

of the ordering of the flow velocity versus internal energy bet-

ween the low and high temperature r»gime. This behaviour can be

traced* hack to the dimei* formation process,~The observation jff

the'intens,j-l"Sy variaticn ofTjnolecules 'in particular quantum s*?*es

provides more detailed information ^bbut the dimeri^sation (see

fig"^P) ' A simpl# ritadel calculation for the**population and d) ' .A simpl# ritadel calculation for the**population and de-
populotior of a specific Igvel during the (jxpac ŝicn shows that
the no'n monotonic variation is caused i ^ the cojn^etition of dif-
feren* cohtribution's* "to {He population-. At low temperature the
intensity increases because of the rising'oven pressure, at an
intermediate temperature relaxation into "lower lying states de-
pletes the population while at high temperature the dimer forma-
tion via atomic recombination is-' the dominant process. A more de-
tailed analysis indicates, that originally the molecules are not
formed in low lying states, but levels of intermediate energy are
populated in the primary process.

The redistribution cf the heat of formation plays a key role in
the beam dynamics. The number density at T = 850 K is about 10
times less the density at 1020 K. On the low temperature side
the density is not high enough for a complete redistribution of
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the excess energy. The molecules formed in the beam will retain

some additional kinetic energy. After the formation, on their

way into the free molecular flow rtsgion, they will still suffer

many elastic collision causing an effective deceleration. Simul-

taneously, the internal energy of the molecules will be removed

via inelastic collisions resulting in a small gain in kinetic

energy. Nevertheless, since the molecules undergo many more elas-

tic collisions the net effect is a deceleration. Molecules fcund.

in v = 0 are not formed in the beam Kith a large relative rate

but are brought into that state via collisions. Consequently they

will have suffered more collisions than molecules escaping into

the free rcolecular flow region with more internal energy. Their

deceleration to the average flow velocity is nearly complete and

they will be slower than molecules in higher states.

At high temperature, i.e. density, the molecules undergo several

thousand collisions and the excess energy is completely absorbed

by the bulk system. The mechanism responsible for the ordering

of the flow velocity vs internal energy at low temperature is no

longer dominant. Most of the molecules will relax into low lying

states (cooling of internal degrees of freedom). The population

of the vibrational levels, however, cannot be described by a

single vibrational temperature. We found increasing excess popu-

lation for levels of increasing energy. Again molecules found

downstream with high internal energy represent a group of parti-

cles that has suffered fewer collisions compared to those with

most of their internal energy removed by collisions. Thus we ex-

pect the most complete acceleration and cooling of T,, for mole-

cules in v = 0.

The velocity slip observed between the atoms and the molecules

follows naturally from the picture outlined above. The heat of

formation contributes to the acceleration of the beam, i.e. the

i c o l e c u l e s are the driving species accelerating the atoms.

Thus we expect a slightly lower velocity for the atoms.
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Fig. 1: TOF spec-

trum via optical

pumping for mole-

cules in two (v,J)

states. The flow

velocity as well

as the width of

the distribution

is significantly

different.
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Fig. 2: Flow velocity u|( of Ka atoms and Na2 molecules in
different (v,J) states in a supersonic beam. Nozzle dia-
meter was 0.2 mm. The nozzle temperature was kept 70 to
100 K above the oven temperature. The isentrcpic limit i s
calculated for an ideal monoatomic gas and based on the
oven temperature since we found no variation of u(| when
changing the nozzle temperature by 60 K.
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Fig. 3: Variation

of the flux of mo-

lecules in a par-

ticular stcte (v,J)

with oven tempera-

ture. The ordering

of the curves is

based on internal

energy (e.g.

1800 cm- 1

1300 cm"1

200 cm"1)
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Thfi steep rise in

the high tempera-

ture side is due

to formation of

molecules in the

beam. It shifts to

higher temperature

with increasing

energy. The slope

is proportional to

the cube of the

number density in

the oven.
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